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Share00 Restrictive and Non-Statistical Adjective Exercise Proposals We have already talked about restrictive and non-breeding adjective clauses. If you are not aware of these provisions, please read about them in this link, and then try the Restrictive and Non-restrictive exercise adjectives below. Exercise 1: Directions:
Add commas where necessary. 1. Only people who speak Russian should apply for a job. 2. Irina, who speaks Russian, has applied for a job. 3. Marco and Guillermo, who did not come to class yesterday, explained their absence to the instructor. 4. Students who did not come to class yesterday explained their absence
to the teacher. 5. A geologist who lectured at Browning Hall last night predicted another earthquake. 6. Dr. Fields, who lectured at Browning Hall last night predicted another earthquake. 7. The rice we had for dinner last night was very nice. Rice, grown in many countries, is a staple food in many countries around the
world. 9. I have good memories of my hometown, which is located in the mountains. 10. I live in a city that is located in the mountains. 11. The Mississippi River, which flows south from Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico, is the main commercial river in the United States. 12. A polluted river is not safe for swimming. 13. The
man I spoke to was wearing a black hat. 14. Dr. Mike, who must have been in his forties, really scared me. 15. We enjoyed Mexico City where we spent our holiday. The adjective functions almost exactly as the adjective in that it alters the noun. Adjective positions are dependent provisions that usually begin with a
relative pronoun (which is what, who, who or who) or a relative adverb (where, when and why). Adjectives and adjectives can indicate size, shape, color, purpose, and more about their nouns. There are non-restrictive and restrictive provisions, and they work a little differently. Here's a bit of how to distinguish between
these two types. An adjective position closed from the main position of the comma (one comma if at the beginning or end of the sentence) is considered non-restrictive. Here's an example: Old Professor Legree, who dresses like a teenager, is going through his second childhood. It is a position of who is spawning,
because the information it contains does not limit or restrict the noun it changes, the old Professor Legree. Instead, the provision provides added but not important information that is signaled by commas. The spawning clause may be removed without affecting the offer. On the other hand, a restrictive adjective provision
is important and should not be caused by commas. An elderly man who dresses as a teenager is often the object of ridicule. Here, the adjective position limits or limits the meaning of the noun it changes (the elderly person). He didn't go in because it is necessary in the sense of the proposal. If the sentence is removed,
then (the elderly person is often the object of ridicule) will have a completely different meaning. To consider the adjective provision, which can be removed from the proposal without compromising the basic value of the proposal, must be replaced by commas and is not restative. An adjective provision that cannot be
removed from the proposal without compromising the basic meaning of the proposal should not be replaced by commas and is restrictive. For each sentence below, decide if the adjective position (in italics) is restrictive or non-important. When you're done, check your answers at the bottom of the page. Students with
young children are encouraged to use the free kindergarten. I left my son in a kindergarten campus, which is free for all daytime students. John Wayne, who has starred in more than 200 films, was the biggest box office attraction of his time. I refuse to live in any house Jack built. Merdin, who was born in a wagon
somewhere in Arkansas, homesick every time she hears a scream. My new sneakers, which cost more than a hundred dollars, fell apart during the marathon. I lent some money to Earl, whose house was destroyed in the flood. What impresses me most about America is the way parents obey their children. A doctor who
smokes and overeats has no right to criticize the personal habits of his patients. The beer that made Milwaukee famous made me a loser. Restrictive Non-essential Non-restrictive Non-restrictive Wrestive Wrestive Wrestive Wrestive Wrertic Relationships that can and can be used to identify or identify nouns. They tell us
what kind of person we are talking about or what we're talking about. The man who deceived me was arrested by the police. Here is a relative caveat introduced by a relative pronoun that identifies a noun. - the one who deceived me. The book you see on the table is my favorite. (Which book? - the one you see on the
table) This relative position that defines or defines its preceding (noun phrase) is called a defining or restrictive relative position. Restrictive relative positions follow immediately after the noun, which they change. They are not separated by pauses in speech or commas in writing. Please note that a restrictive relative
clause cannot be left without affecting the value of the offer. When a relative reservation simply gives some additional information about a noun, it is called an indefinable or indefinable relative reservation. Pay that an unco outskirtsal relative position is not necessary to identify a noun. My brother, who is a doctor, lives
abroad. (Here is a relative caveat, which is a doctor, does not identify my brother's noun. Anne, who works with my brother, is a post post psychology. (Here is a relative caveat that works with my brother, just gives some extra information about Ann.) Note that when an undetected or undetected relative is written, the
position is separated from the main position by commas. Uncertain relative position can be easily left aside. For example, the following pair of sentences convey the same information. The second sentence simply gives some additional information. Ann is a graduate student in psychology. Ann, who was my senior at
university, is a graduate student in psychology. A non-breeding clause is a subordinate provision that can be left out of the sentence without a significant change in the meaning expressed by the main provision. On the other hand, in the restrictive paragraph, the information is related to the word, in the main paragraph.
Non-restrictive provisions are set by commas; restrictive provisions are not. Add commas where necessary in the following sentences. 1. Edward Johnson, who has been accepted by several colleges will go to Harvard this fall. 2. We're looking for someone who went to Harvard. 3. I see you are wearing the jacket that
your mother bought you for Christmas last year. 4. Mr. Hawkins, who is an avid antique car enthusiast bought a 1929 Ford coupe. 5. People who are uncomfortable in the crowd should not go to the cinema. Answers and explanations 1. Original: Edward Johnson, who was accepted to several colleges will go to Harvard
this fall. That's right: Edward Johnson, who has been accepted to several colleges, will go to Harvard this fall. A non-restrictive provision who has been adopted by several colleges needs commas. The important information is that Edward Johnson will go to Harvard. It is taken elsewhere, does not affect this information.
2. Original: We're looking for someone who went to Harvard. That's right: We're looking for someone who went to Harvard. This is a restrictive position, so commas are not needed. Who went to Harvard tells what kind of someone wanted. 3. Original: I see you are wearing a jacket that Mom bought you for Christmas last
year. Correct : I see you are wearing a jacket that your mother bought you for Christmas last year. The provision that a mother bought you for Christmas last year is a restrictive provision to determine which particular jacket is being worn. We don't need commas. 4. Original: Mr. Hawkins, who is an avid antique motorist
bought a 1929 Ford coupe. Correct : Mr. Hawkins, who is an avid antique car enthusiast, bought a 1929 Ford coupe. The position of who is an avid antique motorist is non-restrictive. Commas are needed to install it. The fact that Mr. Hawkins is an antique motorist is secondary and irreplaceable information. Anyone with
money can buy 1929 Coupe. 5. Original: People who are uncomfortable in the crowd should not go to the cinema. Correct : People who in the crowd should not go to the cinema. A restrictive reservation who is uncomfortable in a crowd does not need commas. It identifies people who shouldn't go to the cinema. Want to
improve your English in five minutes a day? Get a subscription and start getting our writing tips and exercises daily! Keep learning! Browse the Writing category quiz, check out our popular posts, or choose the appropriate post below: It's a position that usually changes a noun or noun phrase and is often introduced by a
relative pronoun (which is what, who, who, whose). The relative reservation connects ideas through pronouns that relate to something previously mentioned and allows the author to combine the two independent provisions into one sentence. The relative reservation is also known as an adjective. There are two types of
relative provisions: restrictive and reluctant. Here are some examples: the book she read was important for her literature review. Participants interviewed voluntarily participated in the study. Walden University, which is fully online, has major administrative offices in Baltimore and Minneapolis. (non-restrictive) Relative
Pronouns Referring to a Person Referring to Something Other Than a Man Obsessed Restrictive, Who, Who, What, Who, Who, Whose Non-Restrictive (With Commas) who, Who, Who, Who, in APA 7, in Section 4.19, use who or who instead of what when it comes to the person. Despite what and what are and which
are correct in restrictive provisions, the APA prefers that for restrictive provisions. For more information on this topic, please visit section 4.19-4.21. Topic.
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